In any realistic application of natural language analysis, we can expect users to make mistakes, forget to specify necessary parameters, and use words that are not in the system's vocabulary. PEARL is designed to handle these inevitable occurrences with interactive user dialogues that allow the user %0 augment, verify and alter the system's interpretation of an input request. PEARL accepts requests in unrestricted English: no constraints are placed on the user to stay within a restricted vocabulary or artificial syntax.
The following examples of PEARL in action are taken from a version of PEARL that has been customized to handle requests made by geologists to a data base conte/ning information about oil wells. The geologists in this user population axe oil exploratlonlsts with acoess to a °~phlcs package that can generate maps on the basis of information in the database. The map requests given be.low are highly domainspecific and therefore contain many technical terms used by oil explorationist s. PEARL uses conceptually-driven techniques for language ana~sis which mast be customized for specific domains and task orientations.
To customize PEARL for a new data base application, we mast conduct a thorough study of typical l~-uage use for that application, so that PEARL will be able to handle technical or idiosyncratic constructions and vocabulary items. Once PEARL is capable of processing a realistic spect-rum of possible language use, PEARL automatically adjusts to the expertise of individual users. Expert users are allowed to state their requests in as concise a manner as desired, while inexperienced users are carefully queried about possible ambiguities and insufficient specifications. This inherent flexibility is a natural by-product of a~7 competent lan6~age processing system, and a necessary featul~ for effective and satisfylng m-~/m~ch~e conznuzLtcation,
